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ABSTRACT

This study investigates non-native speech rhythm in
German. Three native speakers and 18 learners of German
with three different native languages were recorded
reading and re-telling a story. Vowel reduction and
deletion was analyzed in one particular type of German
suffix. Speech rhythm was investigated with the syllable
ratio, a new measurement which determines the mean ratio
of durational relationships between adjacent syllables of
different types. Results show significant differences
between native and non-native speech rhythm in terms of
vowel reduction and deletion and the durational ratio
between non-reduced and reduced syllables. The
non-native speech rhythm tends to differ in the direction
predicted by the rhythmic structure of the L1. However,
independent of the native language, non-native rhythm
varies with the type of speech (read speech versus
story-telling).

1. INTRODUCTION

The native-like production of speech rhythm in a second
language has often been pointed out as a difficult area (see
[2], [5], [10]) and as one of the principal factors
contributing to a “foreign accent”. [10] even suggests that
errors involving features of stress and speech rhythm in
non-native speech cause more incomprehensibility than
mispronunciations.

The aim of this study is to arrive at a phonetic description
of non-native speech rhythm in German and to describe the
systematic differences from native speech rhythm.
Phonology is usually held to be the area in second
language acquisition where the influence of the native
language is most evident. However, not all areas of
phonology seem subject to an equal degree of native
language transfer. [6] suggested that ‘low-level’ or
phonetic rules are more likely to be transferred than higher
level processes such as morphophonological rules. If the
acquisition of speech rhythm proceeds subconsciously,
without any explicit rule learning, rhythmic phonetic rules
must be considered such low-level processes.

2. SPEECH RHYTHM

The concept of speech rhythm is a much discussed issue in
phonetics and phonology. The languages of the world have
traditionally been divided into having “stress-timed” or
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ble-timed” rhythm ([24],[1]). Rhythm is understood
a periodic recurrence of events, which in

s-timed” languages are stress beats and in
ble-timed” languages syllables. These early
ptions of “stress-timed” speech rhythm claim that in
ages such as English, German or Russian the time
al between two stress beats is isochronous, i.e.
ly equal in time. Since the number of syllables
en two stress beats varies, their length is assumed to
justed to fit into the inter-stress interval. Hence,
le length is supposed to be very variable in
s-timed” languages. In “syllable-timed” languages,
trast, syllables are assumed to be spaced out evenly
ve similar length. Prominent syllables are thought to
at irregular intervals. However, an acoustic basis for
claims was never found ([7], [27], [11], [25], [8]).

t approaches are based on the assumption that
h rhythm is a multidimensional concept which
es a variety of phonological properties of languages.
dingly, languages are not classified into distinct
ic classes anymore but are assumed to be located
a continuum. [8], for example, suggested that

h rhythm reflects cross-linguistic variety of syllable
ures, phonological vowel length distinctions,
ce/presence of vowel reduction and lexical stress.
eas languages formerly classified as stress-timed
as English show a variety of different syllable
ures, languages formerly classified as syllable-timed

majority of CV syllables. In addition, differences in
between languages reflect whether a language has

reduction or not; those classified as stress-timed
y do.

nt measurements of speech rhythm capture these
logical and phonetic differences between languages.
hythm Index (RI) proposed in [20] constitutes a
of comparing cross-linguistic speech rhythm on the

of vowel reduction properties. Other measurements
he entire syllable as a phonetic correlate of speech

. The Rhythm Ratio, proposed in [13] considers the
ization of syllables and the degree of vowel reduction
guages by calculating the durational relationship
en subsequent syllables. Although these
rements have succeeded in describing differences in

h rhythm between different languages and language
ies, they are based on a questionable methodology:
irwise comparison of vowels or syllables. For speech
, however, not every durational relationship

en any subsequent syllables or vowels is important
e comparison of specific pairs. Two such pairs are



adjacent non-reduced syllables and syllable pairs
consisting of one non-reduced and one reduced syllable (cf.
[9], [4]).

3. ACQUISITION OF GERMAN SPEECH
RHYTHM

German speech rhythm has always been described as
“stress-timed”. Phonetic and phonological correlates of
this are durational differences between prominent and
non-prominent syllables, phonemic vowel length contrast
and vowel reduction. The difference between prominent
and non-prominent syllables in German is primarily one of
duration (see [18]). Vowels have phonemic length contrast,
i.e. the words “Saat” (seed) and “satt” (full [stomach]) only
differ in the length of the vowel /a/. Vowels in unaccented
syllables are reduced, which means that the short central
vowels / � / or / � / are produced (e.g. [14]). Many function
words can have weak forms with reduced or deleted
vowels, depending on speech rate and register. Example (1)
illustrates this for the article “dem”.

(1) de:m dem   d � m dm   bm m

Increasingly stronger reductions are shown from left to
right. First, the long vowel [e:] is shortened to [e], then
reduced to [ � ], then deleted altogether. In the shortest
version of the article “dem”, only a single consonant [m] is
produced ([cf. 17]). Quite frequently, vowels in
non-prominent syllables are deleted, e.g. “Adel”
(“nobility”) is produced /a:dl/.

In German, syllabification in inflected words overrides
morphological boundaries. Inflections such as the <-en>
(infinitive) in “treff+en” (to meet) and the <-e> (past) in
“wollt+e” (s/he wanted) syllabify with the preceding
consonant. Accents lie on the stem (“treff” and “woll”) and
the subsequent unaccented syllables have vowel reduction
in their citation form. As a rule, C+<-en> syllables, where
C stands for any consonant, are produced as C+[� n] with
the reduced vowel schwa. In connected speech, these
reduced vowels may be deleted: In a corpus analysis of
German speech, [15] found that 59% of the schwas in
post-accent syllables were deleted. The vowel in C+<-en>
syllables, which occur frequently in verb endings and
inflected nominal word categories, was deleted in 93% of
the cases. Altogether, this means that, in German,
durational differences between prominent and
non-prominent syllables are pronounced.

Very few studies have been concerned with connected
speech processes in non-native German. [16] investigated
vowel reduction processes in words spoken in isolation
and embedded in short phrases. Based on the assumption
that L1 structures would become evident in L2
productions, she asked native speakers of English, Russian
and Japanese to imitate and read a list of sentences and
then analyzed a number of target words. As expected,
English speakers showed vowel reductions in
unacceptable places for German speakers, mainly in
word-intitial unstressed syllables, and produced reduced
vowels in function words not compatible with German
phonology. The Russian native speakers, conversely,
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d a tendency to reduce vowels in word-final
les in inappropriate places. The Japanese native
ers, finally, failed to produce the required vowel
tions in unaccented syllables. [16] concluded that
production strategies result in a “foreign” speech

in German. Speech rhythm is also one of the
es native speakers of German identify as non-native
in the phonological performance of very advanced
ican English learners of German ([22]).

ers of German with native languages that have the
or similar prosodic characteristics can be expected to
it different patterns in their speech production than
with typologically less close native languages. In this
speakers from three typologically different language
rounds were chosen: Polish, Italian, and Chinese.

has been described as a rhythmically mixed
age combining a very complex syllable structure
a lack of vowel reduction (see [23]). The syllable
ure of Italian is simpler than in German, allowing
nces of fewer consonants in both onset and coda
on. Italian does not have phonemic vowel length
st, nor do reduced vowels occur [cf. 26].
quently, the durational difference between accented
naccented syllables should be less pronounced than
rman. The prosodic organization of Chinese (this
investigates Mandarin Chinese) is very different

German. As a tone language with lexical tone, each
le in Chinese is specified in terms of pitch height or
ment. The role of prominence in Chinese is not well
ched. [12] and Archibald [3] consider Chinese a
ccentual language. [19] claims that prominence
in Beijing Chinese but that it is correlated with

r loudness and more pronounced pitch height or
ent rather than increased duration.

4. METHOD

rticipants

study forms part of the LeaP project2, in which a
s of prosodically annotated non-native speech of
than 75 speakers has been set up. Of these, 18
rs of German, six male and twelve female, and three
speakers of Standard German (Hochdeutsch) were

ed. The non-native speakers constitute three groups
six native speakers of Polish, Italian, and Chinese
Their age ranges from 21 to 31, they all studied

an in their home country for a number of years and
een living in Germany for between 7 months and 8
at the time of the recording.

ata

dings consisted of three parts. First, a short interview
ximately ten minutes) was conducted with the

ative speakers, in which various questions about
anguage learning history such as age at first contact
nglish and length of formal instruction were asked.
d, all participants were asked to read out a 268-word
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fable-like story. Third, all participants re-told the story in
their own words and without reference to the written text.
All recordings were carried out in Bielefeld in a
sound-treated room. Only the read speech and the
re-tellings were analysed for this study.

4.3 Analysis

The acoustic analysis was carried out using ESPS/waves+
and Praat. All syllables were transcribed phonetically in
SAMPA. Transcription was fairly broad but included
processes such as nasalization, unreleased stops and
aspiration. In case of ambisyllabic consonants, half of the
ambisyllabic consonants was considered to belong to the
preceding syllable and half to the subsequent one.

Then, vowel reduction and vowel deletion in inflections
was analysed. The vowels of all words in the read story
(n=23) ending in C+<-en> and C+<-em> syllables were
analysed. They were categorised as either deleted, schwa
(/ � /) or full vowel.

Finally, syllables were classified as either non-reduced
(when containing a full vowel) or reduced (when they
contained only a / � / or a / � / as vowel or when the vowel
was deleted) and the length of each syllable was calculated.
For the syllable ratio (SR) the mean of all durational ratios
between two types of adjacent syllables is determined. The
SR between non-reduced syllables followed by reduced
syllables is calculated with the following formula:

∑
=

=
n

k k

k

durR

durNR

n
SR

1

1

where dur stands for the syllable duration, NRk is a
non-reduced syllable, Rk is an immediately adjacent
reduced, non-final syllable and n stands for the number of
syllable pairs. That is, for the syllable ratio between
non-reduced and reduced syllables, the length of each
non-reduced syllables was divided by the length of the
following reduced syllable and the sum of all ratios was
averaged by their total number. The syllable ratio between
adjacent non-reduced syllables, accordingly, is calculated
by dividing the sum of all ratios between non-reduced
syllable pairs by their number. Because of the possible
influence of final syllable lengthening, pre-pausal
syllables were excluded from analysis.

All calculations were carried out in the TASX environment
[21], which provides a set of automatic corpus analysis
tools based on an XML-format.
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1. Percentage of C+<-en> and C+<-em> syllables
ull, reduced and deleted vowel.

1 presents the percentage of C+<-en> and C+<-em>
es which were produced with full vowels, with

or with deleted vowel by each speaker group.
eas in the speech of the German natives, on average,
than 60% of such syllable types are produced without
el, vowel deletion is much rarer in the non-native

h, especially for the Chinese native speakers. All
ative speaker groups produce a few of these syllables
full vowel.

le ratio

e 2 shows the speech rhythm, measured with the
le ratio, in the read speech produced by all speaker
s. For all speakers, adjacent non-reduced syllables
n average, of equal length. For German native

ers, non-reduced syllables preceding syllables with
ed or deleted vowels are on average 1.87 times longer.
on-native speakers of German, in contrast, show a
icantly (t(8),p<0.05) lower ratio between the
on of non-reduced syllables and adjacent reduced

G C I P

full/full

full/red

2. Mean syllable ratios for adjacent non-reduced
reduced and non-reduced/non-reduced syllable pairs
d speech.

e re-tellings, only the Chinese native speakers’
le ratio between syllables containing full vowels and

containing reduced or deleted vowels differs
icantly (t(8), p<0.05) from the German native



speakers (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Mean syllable ratios for adjacent non-reduced
(full)/reduced and non-reduced/non-reduced syllable pairs
in the re-tellings.

6. DISCUSSION

The object of this study was to investigate the speech
rhythm of learners of German and to provide a set of
empirical data with which native language influence can
be investigated. Three groups of language learners with
native languages that allowed different predictions for
transfer from the L1 were compared. Systematic
differences in speech rhythm compared to German native
speaker productions were found for all non-native speaker
groups in vowel reduction and deletion in one particular
inflectional endings and the overall speech rhythm.
However, these differences were more pronounced in read
speech than in re-tellings of a story. The results of this
study confirm [6]’ hypothesis that low-level phonetic
phonological processes of the native language are likely to
be transferred to second language speech.
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